
Thomas Gross Drawer Re-creation: 
 
Accession #:   1983.167.1 a,b 
Object:    Double chest (chest-on-chest)  
Artist:   Thomas Gross 
Object Date:  1805-1810 
Materials: Wood (mahogany, tulip poplar, yellow pine); brass 
Dimensions:  6 feet 10 3/4 inches × 43 1/4 inches × 22 1/2 inches (210.2 × 109.9 × 57.2 cm) 
Geography: Philadelphia, United States 
Curatorial Dept.: American Art 
 
Overview: This chest-on-chest was made by free Black Philadelphia cabinetmaker Thomas Gross in the 
early nineteenth century. The bottom of the lowest drawer is signed “Thomas Gross maker” in pencil, 
making this the only confirmed work by Gross, and is thus an important artifact representing a more 
complete and inclusive story of early American furniture making.  
 
Display Challenges: The museum’s curatorial department had found that a trial run displaying the drawer 
and signature beside the chest in the gallery greatly increased viewer interest and engagement with the 
piece, and they favored displaying the drawer beside the chest. The conservation department, however, 
felt that the risks posed to the drawer by physical forces, pollutants, oxidation, and light were too great 
for the drawer to be permanently displayed outside of the case. Considering the indistinctness and friable 
nature of the pencil signature and the tendency of tulip poplar heart wood to darken drastically over 
time, it was determined that there was a serious risk of losing the legibility of the signature if the drawer 
was on left display.  
 
Considering a Reproduction Drawer: The idea of making a reproduction drawer to display the signature 
was suggested, but achieving a high level of verisimilitude with a wooden reproduction was deemed 
problematic, as was the issue of reproducing the signature on a drawer reproduction. Displaying a 
wooden reproduction drawer also struck me as conceptually confusing since the aim was to honor the 
piece’s authorship by displaying Gross’s signature and introducing visitors to his work. An interactive 
digital display could have been an option, but touch screens are currently being avoided because of 
Covid. A display case could theoretically be designed to display the drawer, but that would require 
significant research, resources, and ongoing monitoring to ensure the safety of the object, and none of 
these were available at this time. Displaying the drawer in a case would also leave the rest of the chest-
on-chest incomplete—this could be seen as a positive or a negative depending on one’s perspective—on 
the one hand visitors could gain an insight into the piece’s construction, but on the other hand the object 
would be displayed in a way that was likely never intended by the maker. 
 
Associate Conservator of Furniture Peggy Olley had the idea of creating a three-dimensional photographic 
representation of the drawer by attaching high quality photographs to each side of a box constructed to 
be the same size as the drawer. This would give the illusion of an actual drawer while allowing visitors to 
view full-scale photographic representations of the maker’s signature and construction techniques. The 
drawer’s use wear and evidence of change over time could then also be displayed objectively and without 
the need for interpretive reproduction. 
  
Sample Photographic Drawer: To test this idea, I built a 1/3 size plywood box with all of the joints 
mitered, and I worked with conservation photographer Jason Wierzbicki to produce accurate images of 
the five outside faces of the drawer. Since the signature was visible to the naked eye but difficult to pick 



up in photographs, Jason digitally enhanced the signature on the image of the drawer bottom subtly, 
using an IR image as a guide. When the images were completed, I attached them to the box using Rhoplex 
n580, a high tack acrylic emulsion, trimmed them to size, and inpainted the paper edges and any bleed 
using watercolors. The sample drawer recreation was viewed by staff in the gallery, and it was decided to 
make a full-scale photographic representation to display next to the Gross chest-on-chest. 
 
Full Scale Photographic Drawer: Full size inkjet prints were made by Philadelphia Photographic Arts 
Center from Jason Wierzbicki’s enhanced image files. I built a full-sized plywood box using a lock miter 
router bit to create seamless edges and then used a light table to mark the location of the corners of each 
of the four sides of the drawer and the drawer bottom on the backs of the prints so that the photos could 
be registered accurately. Each print was laid face down on a low table on glassine, and the corresponding 
side of the box was coated with Rhoplex n580 using a foam roller. With help from Peggy Olley, I lowered 
the box onto the back of the print, aligning the image using the hatch marks created with the light box. 
The box was then turned upright with the print attached, and the print was smoothed onto the surface 
using a paperhanging brush and hands with a glassine barrier. The box was then placed with the print 
facing down on glassine and the print was trimmed using a sharp knife against the sides of the box. This 
allowed the print to be sized perfectly and to cover any paper edges from already-applied prints. The 
process was then repeated, taking care not to drip adhesive onto the faces of the already-applied prints. 
When all prints were applied, any white margins remaining at the edges of the prints were inpainted 
using watercolors. Watercolors were chosen because they were sympathetic with the paper’s sheen.  
 
Installation: The photographic recreation was installed on the same mount that the actual drawer had 
previously been displayed on; this allows for occasional display of the actual drawer if that is ever deemed 
appropriate in the future. The curatorial department created a label for the drawer and placed it on the 
drawer back. So far, the drawer recreation has been well received. I am curious to see if there is any 
critical response or dialogue about it in the future as more visitors are can visit the new galleries.  
 
Images: (see next page) 
 
 
 



  
Thomas Gross double chest 
(image by PMA photo studio). 

Thomas gross double chest with the actual signed drawer removed 
and displayed alongside it in previous American Art galleries in 2019 
(photo from PMA facebook page).    

 
 

 
Thomas Gross double chest displayed with three-dimensional photographic representation of drawer 
in new American Art galleries, 2021.  

 



  
Closeup views of photographic reproduction of drawer in new American Art galleries, 2021. 

 

  
Plywood box was made sized to the dimensions of 
the original drawer and joined using lock-miter 
joints. (Photo by Peggy Olley) 

Rhoplex N-580 adhesive was applied to one face 
of the box using a foam roller. The first print to be 
attached is face down on glassine in the 
foreground with its corners marked in pencil. 
(Photo by Peggy Olley) 

 



  
Smoothing print onto drawer after drawer was 
lowered onto print (with help from PO). (Photo by 
Peggy Olley.) 

Print was trimmed against the side of the box to 
ensure a perfect fit, including covering the width 
of the paper already adhered to other sides. 
(Photo by Peggy Olley.) 

 

 
Any exposed white margins or edges of prints  
were inpainted using watercolors to create a more  
unified appearance and a more convincing illusion  
of a three-dimesional object. (Photo by Peggy Olley.) 



 


